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a b s t r a c t
An experimental analysis of the noise radiated by a high pressure ﬂow discharge through
diaphragms and perforated plates is carried out for a large range of subsonic and super-
sonic operating conditions (nozzle pressure ratio (NPR) from 1 to 3.6). A parametric study
of the geometrical parameters is also achieved to characterize their inﬂuence onto the acous-
tic radiation and ways to reduce it. This reaches from single diaphragms to multi-perforated
plates with variable hole diameters and arrangements that are placed at the exit of a duct.
Different acoustic behaviors are observed: in all cases the far-ﬁeld acoustic radiation is dom-
inated by a broadband contribution associated with the turbulent mixing in shear layers. In
the diaphragm cases, this broadband noise has similar characteristics as the mixing noise of
classical unheated jets while in the multi-perforated plates cases, it is composed of two dis-
tinct humps associated with different parts of the jets development. For supersonic regimes,
in addition to this broadband radiation, shock associated noise (screech and broadband shock
associated noise) appears for all diaphragm cases and for the perforated plate with the closest
holes. Finally for the smallest NPR, a high frequency tonal noise has been observed in most of
the multi-perforated cases and for the smallest diaphragm. Different regimes of this radiation
have also been observed with a possible amplitude modulation of the dominant tone. This
radiation may be attributed to vortex shedding due to the sharp section reduction that would
trigger a ﬂow resonance between the small ducts of the holes and their sharp edges.
1. Introduction
In a large number of industrial sectors, it is possible to ﬁnd pressure-release systems aiming to reduce the pressure or simply
to discharge a ﬂow under pressure: steam valves in power plants, industrial pneumatic air systems, sterilization of medical
devices… In many cases, the pressure drop is generated by placing diaphragms or perforated plates in the ﬂow. The addition
of such devices creates a strong differential pressure between both sides of the element and generates high speed jets. These
jets are responsible for a signiﬁcant acoustic radiation. The aim of the present study is to analyze the different acoustic radiation
mechanisms that may appear during the discharge of a high-pressure ﬂow through diaphragms and perforated plates.
Jet noise being an importante sources of noise in many systems such as aircraft, it has been extensively studied since 1950’s
analytically, experimentally and numerically for both subsonic and supersonic regimes (mean jet velocity Uj smaller and greater
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than the speed of sound respectively). An important criterion in jet noise is the Reynolds number based on the jet diameter
D: ReD = UjD∕𝜈 where 𝜈 is the kinematic viscosity of the ﬂuid. It allows deﬁning the state of the initial boundary layer at the
nozzle exit. Indeed below about 2.5 × 105, the jet is most likely laminar which yields vortex pairings responsible for a higher
sound radiation [1]. In the present study the Reynolds number is always greater than 2.5 × 105. For these jets the acoustic
radiation is dominated by a broadband component called mixing noise. It is composed of two distinct contributions associated
with large coherent turbulent structures and small scale turbulence which develop in the shear layer. In the case of subsonic
jets the ﬁrst source is produced by the periodic intrusion of large coherent structures at the end of the jet potential core [2,3]
while for supersonic jets, it is mainly due to Mach wave radiation induced by the supersonic convection of these structures
[4,5]. This source mainly radiates in the downstream direction and the maximum amplitude is obtained for a Strouhal number
St = fD∕Uj ≃ 0.2 for unheated jets where f is the frequency [3,6,7]. It physically represents the passing frequency of the large
coherent structures. The source associated with the small scale turbulence however is omnidirectionnal and is maximum for
St ≃ 0.3 [3]. For supersonic jets, when the outlet pressure is different from the ambient pressure, shock cells are formed in
order to adapt the two pressures and are responsible for the appearance of a new source called shock-associated noise. It is
composed of a tonal contribution, the screech and a broadband one, the broadband shock associated noise (BBSAN). Due to its
high acoustic level, the ﬁrst one has been extensively studied since 1950’s although no consensus has yet been reached [8–12].
Despite this, the various works agree that the screech is generated by a feedback loop process: turbulent instabilities are created
on the nozzle lips and develop and grow in the shear layer. The interaction of these instabilities with the shock cells generates a
sound wave which propagates back the nozzle lips and disrupts the initial shear layer creating new instabilities thus closing the
loop. The BBSAN is also caused by the interaction of these instabilities with the shock cells but without feedback loop [13–15].
Perforated plates or more generally multi-hole nozzles, although acoustically very interesting with respect to a single jet of
similar cross-section have been hardly investigated. Among the few existing studies, Atvars et al. [16,18]measured the acoustics
beneﬁts of multitube nozzle and acoustically lined ejectors compared to a single one for supersonic regimes. They observed a
reduction up to 16 PNdB for less than 1% loss of thrust for these nozzle geometries. They have modeled the broadband compo-
nent of the multitube nozzle noise as the contribution of two distinct sources. The ﬁrst one called “pre-merging (and merging)
turbulence noise” is responsible for the high frequency part of the spectra and is produced, as indicated by its name, by the turbu-
lence of the isolated small jets andmerging region (where the small jets interact with each other). The second source is produced
by turbulence of the post-merged region (called “post-merged turbulence noise”) and is responsible for the low frequency part
of the acoustic spectra (Fig. 1(a)). In 1978, Regan and Meecham [19,20] tried to understand the origin of the noise reduction
induced by a multitube nozzle compared with a single one with equal thrust for Mach numbers up to 0.99. Their work is based
on the study of correlation between jet pressure ﬂuctuations and far ﬁeld acoustic measurements. Static pressure ﬂuctuations
are measured with a calibrated high-temperature acoustically damped probe tube. They observed a reduction of the turbulence
intensity in excess of 20% for the tested multitube nozzles compared with a conventional single one with similar thrust. They
therefore explained the acoustic reduction by this diminution of the turbulence intensity in the jet. Correlation measurements
have also shown that the high-frequency far-ﬁeld acoustic radiation is mainly generated by the outer jets. The sound radiated
by the inner jets is strongly refracted by high velocity neighboring jets. Similar conclusion has been observed by Gray et al. [21]
for high velocity jets (sonic and above). For low velocities however they observed a lower shielding induced by external jets.
For these cases, the total sound power approaches the sum of all isolated jet contributions. They have thus attempted to deﬁne
by a geometric scaling analysis the number of equivalent jets that allows to predict the acoustic level of the pre-merging region
(this criterion gives an information on the shielding level of the external jets). Other authors have also attempted to deﬁne an
empirical relation of the “effective” number of jet [22–24]. More recently Sheen and Hsiao [17,25] studied the effect on the
noise level of the exit spacing in a multiple-jet nozzle at high velocities for application to industrial pneumatic air systems. They
observed that increasing the exit spacing shifts the sound spectrum to the low frequencies while reducing it shifts it to the high
frequencies. This shift toward high frequencies allows reducing the noise in the audible range. They conclude that due to these
two opposite effects, for a multiple-jet nozzle with a limited size, there is an optimized geometry that generates the lowest
sound pressure level in the audible range. Based on their measurements, they proposed a model of the multiple-jet nozzle noise
shown in Fig. 1(b). The low frequency part of the multiple-jet nozzle spectrum is similar to that of a single jet with similar thrust
while the high frequency part is obtained by shifting the single-jet spectrum toward the high frequency side. In between there
is a transitional region that remains poorly known. Sheen and Hsiao also noted that the thrust reduction of a multi-jet nozzle
compared with a single one with similar cross section is very low.
The present study is divided into ﬁve parts. In the ﬁrst one, a description of the experimental setup is given. In the second
section, the various acoustic measurements are presented in order to identify the different acoustic behaviors which appear
during the discharge of a high-pressure ﬂow through diaphragms and perforated plates. Finally, The last three parts study are
devoted to a detailed analysis of these different phenomena.
2. Experimental setup
Measurements have been carried out in the supersonic open jet wind tunnel of the École Centrale de Lyon. The experimental
device is composed of a Centac C60MX2-SH centrifugal compressor from Ingersoll Rand allowing to compress air at 4.2 bars
with a nominal mass-ﬂow rate of 1 kg s−1. The pressurized air is then directed to a Donaldson DV 5500WP dryer which reduces
the dew point. The ﬂow then passes through a butterﬂy valve allowing to control the operating regime of the wind tunnel.
The ﬂow ﬁnally opens into an 10 × 8 × 8 m large anechoic room in which is placed the simpliﬁed test valve. The latter is
Fig. 1. (a) Multitube noise model from Atvars et al. [16] and (b) model of the multiple-jet nozzle noise according to Sheen [17].
Fig. 2. Experimental setup.
composed of a Dd internal diameter and 6Dd long inlet duct (cross-section Sd) opening on a sample holder allowing to insert
different diaphragms or perforated plates which will generate more or less severe pressure drops (Fig. 2). The pressurized air is
conveyed to the valve bymeans of a 1.6Dd diameter ﬂexible hose and an adaptation part allowing to gradually adjust the ﬂow to
the duct diameter. A total pressure and four static pressure taps (distributed over the circumference) are arranged on the inlet
duct in order to determine the operating condition of the valve. It is deﬁned by the ratio of the total pressure pt at the inlet of the
valve to the ambient pressure in the anechoic room pa and is called Nozzle Pressure Ratio (NPR). The static and total pressure
measurements are carried out with Valydine DP-15 differential sensors associated with Nr. 46 membrane allowing pressure up
to 350000 Pa. Total temperature Tt measurements are alsomade at the inlet and outlet of the valve using K-type thermocouples.
17 samples (3 diaphragms and 14 perforated plates) have been tested. Part of the tested samples is shown in Fig. 2 and
their geometrical characteristics are deﬁned in Table 1. All the geometric parameters are normalized by the dimensions of the
upstream duct. Each sample is characterized by the total surface of the perforations S, the number of perforations N, the diameter
of these perforations D and their mutual spacing e. The last parameterDcirc given in Table 1 corresponds to the smallest diameter
encircling the perforations of the plates (circumscribed circle). The geometry of these different perforated plates and diaphragms
has been deﬁned by trying to vary only one parameter at a time (of course, for a constant cross-section S, the parametersN and D
are linked). The grids S1D2N2e3div/ﬁllet are similar to S1D2N2e3 but with a modiﬁed perforation geometry. Indeed the former
Table 1
Geometric description of the tested diaphragms and perforated plates.
Name N D∕Dd × 10−1 e∕Dd × 10−1 S∕Sd × 10−1 Dcirc∕Dd × 10−1
S1 1 4.31 – 1.86 –
S1D1N1e1 7 1.63 0.20 1.86 5.29
S1D1N1e2 7 1.63 0.41 1.86 5.70
S1D1N1e3 7 1.63 0.82 1.86 6.52
S1D2N2e1 19 0.99 0.20 1.86 5.75
S1D2N2e2 19 0.99 0.41 1.86 6.57
S1D2N2e3/div/ﬁllet 19 0.99 0.82 1.86 8.20
S1D3N3e1 37 0.71 0.20 1.86 6.18
S1D3N3e2 37 0.71 0.41 1.86 7.41
S1D3N3e3 37 0.71 0.82 1.86 9.86
S2 1 2.61 – 0.68 –
S2D2N1e1 7 0.99 0.20 0.68 3.37
S3 1 6.01 – 3.61 –
S3D2N3e1 37 0.99 0.20 3.61 8.14
S4D4N4e4 351 0.31 0.06 3.29 1.00
Fig. 3. Deﬁnition of the observation angle Θ.
have a divergent form (going from a 0.099Dd diameter at the entrance to a 0.140Dd diameter at the exit) while a 0.041Dd
radius ﬁllet is added on the exit edge of the second. The grid S4D4N4e4 has been studied to make comparisons with previous
measurements. Finally all the perforated plates and diaphragms have a thickness of 0.092Dd.
Measurements were made for NPRs ranging from 1 to 3.6 by steps of 0.2. NPR = 1 corresponds to a case without ﬂow and
provides the background noise of the installation (wind tunnel on but closed butterﬂy valve). The ﬂow is unheated whichmeans
that the reservoir temperature Tr is equal to the ambient pressure Ta. The far-ﬁeld acoustic measurements are carried out using
a 2 m radius circular array centered on the outlet of the valve. For a frequency analysis between 100 Hz and 40000 Hz, this
distance corresponds to 0.59𝜆 and 235𝜆 respectively, 𝜆 being the acoustical wavelength. The far-ﬁeld is reached for R ≳ 𝜆 i.e.
f ≳ 170 Hz where k is the wave number and R the antenna radius. This array is composed of 131∕4 inch PCB microphones
allowing to cover angles ranging from Θ = 30◦ to 150◦ by steps of 10◦ with Θ deﬁned with respect to the valve axis starting
from the downstream position (Fig. 3). The microphones have a normal incidence and their protective grid caps have been
removed in order not to disturb the high frequency acoustic measurements [26]. Acoustic signals are acquired during 30 s at a
102400 Hz sampling rate and the static pressuremeasurements are obtained by averaging a 5 s signal sampled at 5000 Hz. These
acquisition times are suﬃcient to ensure the statistical convergence of the subsequent data analysis. These signals are recorded
with a National Instrument PXI-1006 acquisition system equipped with NI-PXI 4472 cards. The total pressure and temperature
at inlet and outlet are continuously recorded using a National Instrument cDAQ 9174 acquisition system to have a real time
information of the wind-tunnel operating point.
3. Experimental results
3.1. Far-ﬁeld acoustic radiation
Far-ﬁeld acoustic measurements are ﬁrst presented for different samples and NPR tested in order to identify the different
acoustic behaviors. Power spectral density (PSD) of the acoustic signals (Spp) is obtained with the cpsd matlab function which
allows to calculate an autospectrum of the temporal acoustic signal by Welch’s periodogram method. The segments have Fs∕8
elements for a frequency resolution of Δf = 8 Hz. A Hanning window and 50% overlap are used. The sound pressure level (SPL)
is calculated by the following relation:
SPL(f ) = 10 log
(
SppΔf
p2
ref
)
[dB], (1)
where pref = 2 × 10−5 Pa is the reference acoustic pressure. The directivity curves are obtained by calculating the OASPL value
of each microphone signal between fmin = 100 Hz and fmax = 40000 Hz. This value is obtained by the following relation:
OASPL = 10 log
⎛⎜⎜⎝
∑fmax
fmin
Spp(f )Δf
p2
ref
⎞⎟⎟⎠ [dB], (2)
3.1.1. Diaphragms
Diaphragms are commonly used devices in industry tomeasure a mass-ﬂow rate or, as in the present case, to relax/discharge
a ﬂuid under pressure. In most cases, diaphragms are placed inside a duct which modiﬁes the sound generation and radiation.
However, when the latter is placed at the end of the duct, it may be responsible for a very important acoustic radiation into the
surrounding medium at rest. Although the cross-sectional reduction within a diaphragm is abrupt, the outlet geometry remains
close to that of a conventional nozzle. Similar acoustic features are thus expected. Fig. 4 shows the far-ﬁeld acoustic spectra
as a function of the observation angle Θ and NPR for the 3 tested diaphragms. First, for low NPRs, the acoustic radiation in
Fig. 4(a), (c) and (e) is dominated by a broadband noise component for the three diaphragms (see Sec. 4). For S2, high frequency
tones appear in addition to a middle frequency hump and tone at NPR = 1.2. The high frequencies tones remain at NPR = 1.4
(not plotted here) and NPR = 1.6. This tonal noise is studied in Sec. 6. For higher NPR (NPR > 2.2), the broadband noise is
associated with a high frequency hump and several high intensity tones. The directivity of these two acoustic features is given
in the radiationmaps 4(b), (d) and (f). The frequency of the tonal noise does not vary as a function of the observation angle while
the high frequency hump decreases in frequency when Θ is increased. The directivity of these two sources suggests a screech
and BBSAN respectively which is characteristic of an underexpanded supersonic jet [8,12,13]. This acoustic radiation is studied
in Sec. 5. The background noise given by the black curve (NPR 1) remains very low compared with the measurements even at
low NPR.
3.1.2. Perforated plates
As discussed in the introduction, perforated plates or more generally multihole nozzles have been mainly studied in order
to reduce the jet noise on aircraft engines. Indeed the reduction of the perforation size and the increase of their number allow
not only to reduce the acoustic radiation due to the shielding effects but also to shift it towards high frequencies, which has the
effect of reducing the radiation in the audible range and increasing atmospheric attenuation [16–20]. Similar observations are
therefore expected in the case of perforated plates with respect to a diaphragm of equivalent cross-section. Fig. 5 that shows
the far-ﬁeld sound spectra at Θ = 90◦ and at different NPR for four perforated plates conﬁrms this acoustic behavior. As for
diaphragms: far-ﬁeld acoustic spectra are dominated by a broadband component but with higher levels at high frequencies.
On top of this, the high frequency tonal noise observed for diaphragm S2 appears for all perforated plates but its amplitude
varies strongly depending on the considered plate. Moreover, with a divergent shape (Fig. 5(b)) or a ﬁlleted outlet of the per-
forations (not shown here) this phenomenon persists for higher NPRs (up to NPR 1.2 for S1D2N2e3 in Fig. 5(a) and NPR 1.8 for
S1D2N2e3div in Fig. 5(b)). For high NPR, the shock associated noise is strongly reduced and even suppressed in most of the
cases. In fact, for all tested grids, screech radiation has been observed for the plate S4D4N4e4 only (Fig. 5(d)), which is composed
of 351 very close holes.
The effect of the perforation parameters (perforation size, spacing, number) on the sound radiation is now studied. Fig. 6
(a), (c) and (e) give far-ﬁeld spectra of grids with similar cross section S, perforation number N and perforation size D but with
various perforation spacings e for NPR = 1.6. Fig. 6 (b), (d) and (f) however compare the noise radiated from grids with similar
e and S but various N and D. A comparison with the equivalent diaphragm is also given in each case. Spectra are given for
an observation angle 𝜃 = 30◦ so that the mixing noise hump is more pronounced [27]. Firstly, the perforated plates allow
reducing the broadband radiation at low and medium frequencies very signiﬁcantly compared with the equivalent diaphragm.
As observed in Refs. [16–20], the levels at high frequencies are however increased by the reduction of the perforation sizes.
The low NPR tonal noise also seems to appear more regularly and up to higher NPR when perforated plates are mounted and
preferably for larger perforation diameter (Fig. 6 (a)). Moreover, the double hump discussed in the introduction [16–18,25] is
Fig. 4. Far-ﬁeld acoustic spectra as a function of the NPR at Θ = 90◦ for diaphragms: (a) S1, (c) S2 and (e) S3. Maps of the far-ﬁeld acoustic spectra as a function of Θ at
NPR = 3.6 for: (b) S1,(d) S2 and (f) S3.
clearly visible. The ﬁrst hump at medium frequencies will hereafter be referred to as the post-merging hump (PMH) and the
second at higher frequencies the merging hump (MH).
By varying e for a constant S, D and N (Fig. 6 (a), (c) and (e)), an amplitude decrease of PMH and at the same time an increase
of MH can be observed. Moreover, from a spectral view, the PMH is shifted to the low frequencies when the perforation spacing
is increased while the MH does not seem to be strongly affected. This observation agrees with the results of Sheen [17,25]. The
increase of the perforation spacing seems to transfer some of the acoustic energy from PMH to MH. This can be explained by
the fact that increasing e delays the merging of the jets, a greater part of the turbulence develops like that of an isolated jet
which is responsible for MH. MH is then increased while PMH is decreased. Moreover, the increase of the perforation spacing
also generates an increase of the post-merging jet diameter which induces a shift to the lower frequency of its mixing noise
characterized by St = fD∕Uj = 0.2 at Θ = 30◦ and ﬁnally a shift of the PMH frequency. It is probably also associated with a
slight reduction of the mean velocity in the ﬁnal mixed jet.
By now decreasing D and increasing N for constant S and e, PMH is again reduced and shifted toward the low frequencies.
Indeed, similarly as for the increase of e, decreasingD and increasing N at a constant cross section and a constant spacing induces
an increase of the post merging jet diameter. A good indicator of this increase is given by the size of the circumscribed circleDcirc
given in Table 1. Moreover, the reduction of D shortens the potential core resulting in a more rapid velocity decay. The turbulent
intensity in the post-merging jet is thus decreased due to the faster turbulence scale reduction, the slower eddy convection and
Fig. 5. Far-ﬁeld acoustic spectra as a function of the NPR at Θ = 90◦ for (a) S1D2N2e3, (b) S1D2N2e3div, (c) S1D3N3e3 and (d) S4D4N4e4.
a more eﬃcient mixing which ﬁnally reduces the PMH level. Similarly, these modiﬁcations of D and N have also the effect of
slightly decreasing the MH level in most of the cases. In fact, two opposite phenomena most likely come into play here. The
increase of N induces an increase of the number of outer jets responsible for MH which should therefore increase. However,
the reduction of the small jet sizes also leads to a reduction of the acoustic radiation of these jets caused by the reduction of
their global turbulent energy which should therefore decrease MH [28]. The reduction of D is likely to explain also a shift of
MH towards the high frequencies although it is not always clearly visible in the presented spectra because of the logarithmic
scale.
The radiation of perforated plates can now be adapted by varying these various parameters: an increase of e (with a con-
stant D and N) allows to increase the MH levels and decrease the PMH one while shifting the latter towards low frequencies.
The reduction of D (with constant e and N) shifts MH towards high frequencies and reduces the two humps. Finally an increase
of N (with constant e and D) should increase the two humps and shift PMH to low frequencies. Therefore, for some appli-
cations the optimum combination can be a balance between the two hump levels in order to reduce the maximum mixing
noise of the perforated plate considered as for S1D3N3e2 (Fig. 6(d) and (e)). For other applications however, a transfer of the
maximum of the acoustic radiation to the high frequency hump can be more interesting to reduce the acoustic energy in the
audible range and to attenuate the noise radiation more quickly thanks to atmospheric viscous dissipation or liner absorp-
tion.
The modiﬁcation of the grid parameters thus allows to strongly modify the acoustic spectrum at 30◦. To see the
effect at other radiation angles, Fig. 7 gives the OASPL directivity between 100 Hz and 40000 Hz for plates with vari-
ous parameters at NPR = 1.6. These directivity plots show a signiﬁcant modiﬁcation of the sound directivity of the per-
forated plates compared with the equivalent diaphragm (dash black curve), in particular for plates with spaced perfora-
tions. Indeed, for diaphragms, the sound radiation dominates downstream. This result is typical of a jet mixing noise for
which the radiation of the large downstream turbulent structures dominates [2,4]. For perforated plates with close perfora-
tions (Fig. 7(b)), a rather similar directivity can be observed despite a slight reduction of the radiation upstream and down-
stream. Remember that for these plates, the acoustic radiation is dominated by the PMH associated with the radiation of
post-merged region. Therefore the radiation of this region seems to retain the directivity characteristics of the jet mixing
noise.
By now increasing e for a constant N, D and S a signiﬁcant increase of the sound radiation appears between Θ = 40◦ and
110◦ compared to the previous cases (Fig. 7(a) and (c)). Two distinct lobes also seem to emerge at 50◦ and 70◦. This suggests
a modiﬁcation of the sources responsible for this radiation. The increase of the sideline sound is very clear on plates with the
Fig. 6. Far-ﬁeld acoustic spectra as a function of perforated plate geometric parameters at Θ = 30◦ and NPR = 1.6 for: (a),(c),(e) perforated plates with different per-
foration spacing S1D1N1e1-3, S1D2N2e1-3 and S1D3N3e1-3 respectively; (b),(d),(f) perforated plates with different perforation diameter and number S1D1-3N1-3e1,
S1D1-3N1-3e2 and S1D1-3N1-3e3 respectively.
largest perforation spacing shown in Fig. 7(d). It also seems that the reduction of the perforation diameters accentuates this
phenomenon. As a reminder, the increase of e and the reduction of D allow to increase the emergence of MH associated with
the radiation of the pre-merging and merging zones. Therefore the acoustic sources associated with the radiation of these two
zones seem to be slightly modiﬁed compared with a classical jet mixing noise. An additional analysis of this acoustic radiation
is carried out in Sec. 4.
Despite the increase of the acoustic power between 100 and 40000 Hz for the latter plate cases, it is important to mention
that for these same conﬁgurations a signiﬁcant reduction of the OASPL has been observed in the audible range (between 100
and 20000 Hz). Indeed, as shown in Fig. 6, the increase of e and the reduction of D allow to increase MH and decrease PMH due
to the late merging of the isolated jets. Part of MH being outside of the audible range, the acoustic power of the latter is then
reduced. This result is consistent with the work of Sheen and Hsiao [17,25]. Moreover, MH being in this case only partially taken
into account, the increase of the acoustic radiation in the sideline direction is not signiﬁcant.
The different acoustic behaviors observed in the present study as a function of the geometry and operating point are then
summarized in Fig. 8. Each of these acoustic phenomena will be studied in more detail in the following sections.
Fig. 7. OASPL directivity as a function of Θ at NPR = 1.6 for: (a),(c) perforated plates with different perforation spacing S1D1N1e1-3 and S1D3N3e1-3 respectively; (b),(d)
perforated plates with different perforation diameter and number S1D1-3N1-3e1 and S1D1-3N1-3e3 respectively.
Fig. 8. Summary of the different acoustic behaviors observed on the present study.
3.2. Mass-ﬂow rate measurements
The previous acoustic comparisons have been carried out for a constant NPR and cross-section S. However, the noise reduc-
tion generated by the perforated plates might be related to the geometry alone or also to a performance reduction. In the case
of ﬂuid discharge, one of the main performance criterion is the mass-ﬂow rate qm. Indeed, the increase of the perforation num-
ber for a constant cross-section might naturally generate a reduction of the mass-ﬂow rate due to the vena contracta effects.
However, the ﬂow being strongly compressed upstream of the grids, this phenomenon might be negligible. In order to evaluate
this possible mass-ﬂow reduction, the mass ﬂow rate is calculated by considering the total pressure pt, the static pressure ps
and the total temperature Tt at the inlet of the valve. The ﬂow is assumed to be isentropic and uniform over the entire valve
cross-section (1D), which implies that the boundary layers are neglected. With these assumptions, the mean static pressure is
uniform though the duct cross-section. The mean static pressures recorded over the circumference of the valve and shown in
Fig. 9 (a) are identical, which is consistent with these assumptions. The Mach number Mj of the ﬂow upstream of the grid can
Fig. 9. (a) Evolution of the static pressure over the circumference of the inlet duct of the valve and (b) evolution of the mass-ﬂow rate for different perforated plates and
diaphragms with similar S but different N.
then be calculated considering the following isentropical relationship:
Mj =
√
2
𝛾 − 1
(
NPR
𝛾−1
𝛾 − 1
)
, (3)
𝛾 being the heat capacity ratio. From Mj and Tt at the inlet of the valve, the static temperature Tj can now be obtained with:
Tj =
Tt
1 +M2
j
(𝛾 − 1) ∕2
. (4)
The ﬂow velocity Uj is then:
Uj = Mj
√
𝛾rTj, (5)
with r the speciﬁc gas constant. Finally, neglecting the boundary layers, the mass-ﬂow rate qm can be calculated by:
qm = 𝜌jUjSinlet, (6)
where 𝜌j =
Ps
rTj
is the density of the ﬂow at the inlet section of the valve and Sinlet the surface of this section. The mass-ﬂow
rate for different perforated plates and diaphragms with similar cross-section but different perforation number is thus plotted
in Fig. 9 (b). In the same ﬁgure, a repeatability test is also plotted in the case of the diaphragm (S1 repeat). This measurement
has been made at a different day and superimposes perfectly with the latter which testiﬁes to a very good repeatability of
these mass-ﬂow rate measurements. A good conservation of the mass-ﬂow rate between the different perforated plates and
diaphragms of equivalent cross-section can be observed. The increase of the perforation number does not seem to reduce the
mass-ﬂow rate due to the vena contracta effects. The slight variations that can be observed mainly at high NPR are probably
caused by small modiﬁcations of the ﬂow in the different cases.
4. Mixing noise study
In the case of diaphragms and perforated plates, similar acoustic behaviors as found in more conventional nozzles have been
observed. Therefore mixing noise, which constitutes the main broadband part of jet noise, is ﬁrst considered for the present
valve.
4.1. Diaphragms
As explained in the introduction jet mixing noise is associated with the radiation of two distinct sources: the ﬁrst one,
associated with the large coherent structures which mainly radiate in the downstream direction and the second one, attributed
to the radiation of the small scale turbulence in the shear layer which is omnidirectionnal [2–5]. In order to identify these two
sources, the same procedure as that used by Tam et al. [4] for the subsonic and perfectly expanded supersonic jets is followed:
the autocorrelation and intercorrelation of the acoustic signals measured in the far-ﬁeld is carried out.
The autocorrelation function ﬁrst allows to give information on the correlation level between a given signal and the same
signal delayed in time revealing the causal linear link between the two signals: it thus measures the duration of an organized
event contained in the signal. In the case of an acoustic signal, this post-processing will then inform about the spatial correlation
Fig. 10. Normalized autocorrelation at NPR = 1.8 for the three tested diaphragms.
of the acoustic radiation in its propagation direction. In the present case, this direction corresponds to the radial direction. The
autocorrelation Rnn is expressed by:
Rnn(𝜏) =
⟨pn(t)pn(t + 𝜏)⟩⟨p2n(t)⟩ , (7)
where p(t) is the pressure time signal, 𝜏 the temporal delay,n themicrophone considered and ⟨⟩ denotes the time average. Fig. 10
gives the normalized autocorrelation on the ﬁrst nine microphones (30◦–110◦) for the three tested diaphragms at NPR = 1.8.
As observed by Tam et al. [4], a very different behavior appears between the ﬁrst twomicrophones placed in the downstream
direction and the others. The autocorrelation peak on these ﬁrst microphones is much wider than on the following and is framed
by a negative zone reﬂecting an increase of the correlation over time and therefore over the wave propagation direction. This
result is consistent with the hypothesis of the dual source responsible for jet mixing noise. Indeed, the large turbulent structures
can be naturally assumed to generate spatially larger acoustic disturbances which are therefore correlated over a longer period
of time in particular in their preferred propagation direction. Small-scale turbulence, on the other hand, produces much smaller
and therefore less coherent perturbations. The negative part framing the autocorrelation peak can be easily understood by con-
sidering an acoustic perturbation as the succession of a compression wave (positive pressure) and an expansion wave (negative
pressure). For the microphone n, the product pn(t)pn(t + 𝜏) then becomes negative when the delay 𝜏 reﬂects two opposite
phases. The negative part thus stands for a coherence zone with two opposite phases. This phenomenon is clearly detailed in
Ref. [4]. Moreover, it can be seen on the ﬁrst microphones that the width of the autocorrelation peak varies with the size of the
diaphragm. The larger the diameter of the diaphragm is, the wider the autocorrelation peak on the ﬁrst microphones is. This is
consistent with the fact that the large structure scale decrease with the jet diameter and that they radiate into the downstream
direction. This phenomenon is not signiﬁcant for the microphones in the sideline direction affected by the acoustic radiation of
the small scale turbulence.
The correlation in the angular direction is then obtained by the cross-correlation between the different microphones of the
directivity array. The cross-correlation function provides the correlation level between one signal and another delayed in time.
It measures the causal linear link between these two signals and thus detect physical events that are common to these signals.
In the present case, it provides the correlation level between the acoustic signals of the various microphones of the array and
thus the correlation of the acoustic radiation into the angular direction. The cross-correlation is given by:
Rmn(𝜏) =
⟨pm(t)pn(t + 𝜏)⟩⟨p2m(t)⟩1∕2⟨p2n(t)⟩1∕2 , (8)
with m and n the microphone indices. Fig. 11 gives the maximum cross-correlation for the three tested diaphragms at NPR =
1.8. For example the ﬁrst histogram R1n shows the maximumof the cross correlation between the ﬁrstmicrophone and its eight
Fig. 11.Maximum cross-correlation at NPR = 1.8 for the three tested diaphragms.
neighbors. R11 corresponds to the maximum of autocorrelation (= 1) and is ﬁxed to 0 on these histograms in order to maintain
a visible range.
Again, as observed by Tam et al. [4], the behavior between themicrophones in the downstream and sideline directions is very
different. The maximum cross-correlation between the ﬁrst three microphones (downstream direction) and their closest neigh-
bors is much more important than on the following ones. Again, these results agree with the hypothesis of the double source.
Indeed, the large coherent structures can also be expected to generate a more coherent acoustic radiation in the angular direc-
tion compared with the small scale turbulence which are more random. Two neighboring microphones will therefore be more
likely to receive the same acoustic signal (resulting from the same disturbance) with a certain delay 𝜏 in the downstream direc-
tion which will result in an increase of the maximum cross-correlation. Moreover, the level of the maximum cross-correlation
is observed to increase in the downstream direction when the diaphragm diameter decreases. No deﬁnite explanation has yet
been found to explain this phenomenon.
Based on this dual source model and on the ﬂow self-similarity assumption, Tam et al. [27] have attempted to derive generic
spectra associated with each of these sources on axisymetric jets. They are named similarity spectra and will be designated by F
and G in the following. F is associatedwith the radiation of the large coherent structures and corresponds to the far-ﬁeld spectra
of a perfectly expanded axisymmetric jet in the downstream direction (typicallyΘ = 30◦) while G is attributed to the radiation
of the ﬁne scale turbulence and corresponds to the spectra in the sideline direction (typicallyΘ = 90◦). These two spectra have
been determined empirically using a large acoustic data base of jets. They show a very good agreement with a large number of
experimental and numerical data [3,29]. Another similar work has been proposed by Kandula [30]. One of the main advantages
of the latter model is that it takes into account a large number of parameters which inﬂuence the acoustic radiation such as
the jet temperature, velocity, observation angle [31]… In the present case, only the shape of the spectra (named G2) will be
considered. G2 is deﬁned by:
G2 =
(f∕fp)5∕(4a)[
1 + (f∕fp)2
]9∕(6a) , (9)
where a =
[
0.2 + exp(−2Mc∕ sin(Θ∕2))
]0.35
, Mc is the convective Mach number and fp the frequency of the maximum mixing
noise amplitude. Fig. 12 compares far ﬁeld acoustic spectra at 30◦ and 90◦ for diaphragm S1 at NPR = 1.8with the two previous
Fig. 12. Comparison of experimental far-ﬁeld acoustic sepctra for S1 at NPR = 1.8 with similarity spectra of Tam et al. [27] and Kandula [30].
models.
A good agreement of the two models with the far-ﬁeld acoustic radiated by diaphragms can be seen. At 30◦, the G similarity
spectra of Tam et al. gives a better prediction than Kandula’s model. Only at high frequency, the level of the measurements is
slightly above the prediction. At 90◦, the predicted levels at low frequencies are slightly better with Kandula’s model but are
clearly underestimated at high frequencies. Tam et al. similarity spectra seem thus to offer the best prediction of the diaphragm
mixing noise.
All these results show that the mixing noise generated by the valve equipped with an outlet diaphragm has similar charac-
teristics as that of a jet issuing from a conventional nozzle. The set of results obtained on the latter conﬁgurations can therefore
be applied to diaphragms.
4.2. Perforated disks
The same spectral analysis is now applied to the perforated plate cases. Normalized autocorrelation functions for perforated
plates S1D1N1e1-3 and S1D3N3e1-3 are ﬁrst shown in Fig. 13. The studied NPR is 1.8 so that the low NPR tonal noise is absent
and does not disturb the analysis.
Very different results can be observed between the perforated plates shown in this ﬁgure. For those with the closest per-
forations ﬁrst, similar results as for the diaphragm can be observed: the autocorrelation peak is much wider on the ﬁrst two
microphones than on the following ones. This indicates a much more coherent acoustic radiation in the propagation direction
on these ﬁrst microphones which again agrees with the mixing-noise modeling by the dual source. It indicates that for small
spacing between the perforations, the small jets rapidly merge into a wider jet whose large scale structures dominate the down-
stream radiation. Similarly, as observed on the diaphragms, the reduction of the jet/perforation size (S1D1N1e1 to S1D3N3e1)
causes a reduction of the autocorrelation peak width. This suggests a reduction of the large turbulent structure size responsible
for this radiation. When the spacing of the perforations is now increased, a reduction of the autocorrelation peak width on the
ﬁrst microphones and an homogenization of the radiation on all the microphones can be observed. This is also associated with
the appearance of negative parts on both sides of the main peak. This peak is more pronounced for the perforated plates with
the smallest holes (S1D3N3e3) and demonstrates the presence of a coherent acoustic radiation. It thus appears that the increase
of the perforation spacing causes a modiﬁcation of the mixing-noise sources or the appearance of a new dominant source that
seems to be coherent and radiating over a large angular range. This result is consistent with observations made on the directiv-
ity curves Fig. 7. To try to validate these observations, the maximum cross-correlation at NPR = 1.8 is plotted in Fig. 14 for the
same perforated plates.
In the ﬁrst bar chart corresponding to the disk with the largest perforations (S1D1N1e1-3), a signiﬁcant effect of the
perforation-spacing increase can be observed. When the perforations of the plate are the closest, similar results as those of
the diaphragms are obtained: the maximum cross-correlation between a microphone and its closest neighbors is greater for the
microphones in the downstream direction. This indicates a more coherent acoustic radiation in the angular direction of these
microphones, which is in agreement with the model of the dual source of mixing noise. When the perforation spacing is now
increased, the maximum cross-correlation increases on all the microphones. This indicates an increase of the acoustic radiation
coherence in all angular directions. It is consistent with the observation made for the autocorrelations in Fig. 13: the increase of
the perforation spacing seems to lead to the modiﬁcation of the mixing-noise sources or to the emergence of a new coherent
and omnidirectional one. On the second bar chart associated with the disks S1D3N3e1-3 composed of smaller perforations, the
effect of the spacing increase is not clear. However, the coherence level on S1D3N3e1 is already seen to be clearly greater than
for S1D1N1e1.
Fig. 13. Normalized autocorrelation at NPR = 1.8 for perforated plates with different perforation spacing: (a) S1D1N1e1-3 and (b) S1D3N3e1-3.
4.3. Proposed noise model
Having identiﬁed the geometrical parameters that allow modifying the broadband noise radiated by diaphragms and perfo-
rated plates, a simple sound predictionmodel can be developed to allow for the acoustic design of such systems. Three steps are
necessary to carry out this modeling. The ﬁrst one consists in determining the shape of the sound spectrum. During the second
step, the spectrum is calibrated in frequency, whereas its amplitude is calibrated in the third step. For the ﬁrst stage, Tam et al.
and Kandula’s similarity spectra are used [27,30]. Indeed, these spectra that were originally designed for jet noise have already
been shown to very well predict the acoustic spectra radiated by diaphragms in Fig. 12. In this ﬁgure, the different spectra are
normalized in frequency by the maximum amplitude frequency fp. As discussed in the introduction, this frequency fp can be
determined for an unheated jet: the maximum amplitude at 90◦ (associated with small scale turbulence radiation) is obtained
for St ≃ 0.3 and at 30◦ (associated with the radiation of large turbulent structures) for St ≃ 0.2 [3,6,7]. The amplitude of the
Fig. 14.Maximum cross-correlation at NPR = 1.8 for perforated plates with different perforation spacing: (a) S1D1N1e1-3 and (b) S1D3N3e1-3.
spectra can then be obtained by the eight power law derived from Lighthill’s acoustic analogy [28]. Indeed, according to this law
the total acoustic powerW for subsonic jets reads:
W = K𝜌∞c−5∞ D
2U8
j
, (10)
where 𝜌∞ and c∞ are the density and the sound speed in the ambient condition respectively and K a constant (K ∼ 3 × 10−5).
W is the total sound power radiated across any surface surrounding the jet. The mean square pressure ⟨p′2⟩ at a distance r in the
far ﬁeld of the jet mixing region obeys the scaling law [28,32,33]
⟨p′2⟩ ∼ K𝜌2
j
c−4∞ (D∕r)
2U8
j
∕
[(
1 −Mc cos(Θ))
)2 + 𝛼2M2
c
]−5∕2
, (11)
where 𝜌j is the exhaust gas density and 𝛼 accounts for the ﬁnite decay time of the eddies. When comparing the SPL’s obtained
at a given observation angle, the Doppler ampliﬁcation can be included into the calibration constant, if the convection velocity
remains belowMc ∼ 1.5 yielding:
⟨p′2⟩ ∼ K′𝜌2
j
c−4∞ (D∕r)
2U8
j
. (12)
In fact, studies of experimental spectra have shown an evolution closer toU9
j
in the downstream direction andU7.5
j
in the sideline
direction [3,6,31]. This variation of the power law as a function of the observation angle has been attributed to the convection
of the acoustic sources. In order to validate this evolution in the present measurements, the maximum amplitude of the mixing
noise obtained with the diaphragms denoted by SPLmax is compared with the previous power law in Fig. 15 (a). The maximum
amplitude is normalized by the diaphragm section S. Unlike the OASPL, the SPLmax is not affected by the strong tonal radiation
that appears at high and low NPRs. The jet velocity Uj calculated here corresponds to the perfectly expanded jet velocity and is
calculated with the isentropic relations.
For subsonic and low supersonic speeds, a very good agreement between the experimental data and the power law is
obtained. Deviations appear only in the case of the diaphragm S2 for the lowest tested velocity. This gap can be explained
by the presence of the low NPR tonal noise which is often associated with a middle frequency broadband hump (cf Sec. 6) and
which modiﬁes the broadband mixing-noise. The previous power law and the estimate of the jet velocity using isentropical
relations being not adapted to the cases of supersonic choked jets, differences naturally appear between the experimental data
and the power law. Moreover, for highly supersonic speeds, the Doppler effect modiﬁes the power law to velocity to the power
of 3. Hereafter, the prediction will therefore be limited to the subsonic and weakly supersonic regimes (NPR ≤ 2).
Using these three steps, the diaphragmacoustic radiation at 90◦ and 30◦ can be predicted for unheated ﬂow and forNPR ≤ 2.
Fig. 15 (b) compares the experimental results with the model prediction obtained for the diaphragm S1 at NPR = 1.6. The
curves “Pred. Tam et al.” and “Pred. Kandula” refer to the spectral shape from Refs. [27] and [30] respectively. As expected the
best prediction is obtained at 30◦ with the similarity spectra of Tam et al. At 90◦, however the latter being more ﬂared, low
frequencies are overestimated. At this angle, Kandula’s model predicts the low frequency ranges better but the high frequencies
Fig. 15. (a) Comparison of Lighthill’s power law with experimental data and (b) comparison of the experimental results with the prediction for the diaphragm S1 at
NPR = 1.6.
Fig. 16. Identiﬁcation of the characteristic dimensions that govern the two humps for different grids at NPR = 1.6 and Θ = 30◦ .
are slightly underestimated. Nevertheless, the prediction using this very simple prediction model seems to give good results.
The same methodology is now applied to the perforated plate cases. As previously discussed, the mixing noise of the per-
forated plates is composed of two humps: PMH and MH. According to the literature and the present parametric study, the MH
seems to be associated with the turbulence of the ﬁrst two zones of the jet development called pre-merging and merging zones
and PMH to the turbulence of the post-merging zone. To try to validate these assumptions, the characteristic dimensions that
govern the two humps are analyzed on the different grids by considering 2 distinct contributions responsible for each of these
humps. For this analysis, the similarity spectra of Tam et al. and the characteristic frequency of the mixing noise (St ≃ 0.2 at
30◦) are used. By replacing the diameter D and the velocity U in the Strouhal expression with the appropriate characteristic
dimensions, it appears that for the subsonic cases, the MH frequency seems to be related to a jet of diameter D (diameter of the
perforations) and velocity Uj and PMH to an equivalent jet of diameter Dcirc and velocity Ueq which conserves the momentum of
all initial jets. By considering an isentropic ﬂow and a constant temperature in the jet, the momentum conservation yields:
𝜌j
(
Dcirc
2
)2
U2
eq
= N𝜌j
(
D
2
)2
U2
j
. (13)
The equivalent velocity is then expressed as:
Ueq =
√√√√ND2U2j
D2
circ
. (14)
The comparison of the spectra obtained by considering these two contributions with the experimental measurements is shown
in Fig. 16. A good prediction of the frequency of the two humps is obtained. Only the frequency of the PMH is slightly underesti-
mated. This can be explained by an underestimation of the ﬂow velocity of the post merging zone. Moreover, these results seem
to agree with the modeling of the multitube nozzle noise of Atvars [16]: the circumscribed circle is a good approximation of the
size of the post merged jet which gathers all small isolated jets and which is responsible for the PMH while the perforation size
gives the dimension of the initial jets responsible for the MH.
In summary, it is fairly simple to predict the shape and frequency of the two humps of themixing noise for a given perforated
plate. However it is still diﬃcult to determine their levels accurately based only on the radiated acoustic ﬁeld in particular for
MH. Indeed, as mentioned in the introduction, the total sound power of MH is not the sum of all isolated jets but a fraction of
them due to the shielding effect. A detailed study of the ﬂow at the plate exit is now necessary to fully understand this shielding
phenomena and to ﬁnalize this model.
5. Shock-associated noise study
When the regime becomes supersonic, an additional radiation due to the presence of shocks in the ﬂow is observed. This
radiation is characterized by multiple high frequency tones associated with a high frequency hump and is observed on all the
diaphragms as well as on the grid with the closest perforations. The tonal component has been identiﬁed as screech and the
broadband one as BBSAN.
Among the numerous studies on screech, several have proposed prediction models for the screech frequency fs. One of the
ﬁrst models has been proposed by Powell [8] and considers that the temporal screech period ts is equal to the sum of the time
taken by the aerodynamic instabilities of the mixing layer to pass through the shock cells plus the time taken by the acoustic
wave to return to the lips of the nozzle though the air along the ﬂow. It is then given by:
fs =
Uc
Ls(1 +Mc)
, (15)
where Ls is the shock cell size and Uc and Mc are the convection speed and the mach number respectively. Later, Tam et al. [15]
re-formulated Powell’s feedback loop theory by considering a close link between broadband shock associated noise and screech.
According to their model, the screech is a special case of the BBSAN, and both mechanisms are generated by an interaction of
instability waves with the quasi-periodic shock cells. Based on this mechanism, they proposed a new prediction model given
by:
fsDj
Uj
≃ 0.67
(M2
j
− 1)1∕2
[
1 + 0.7Mj
(
1 + 𝛾 − 1
2
M2
j
)−1∕2(Ta
Tr
)−1∕2]−1
, (16)
where Ta∕Tr is the ratio of the ambient temperature to the reservoir temperature and 𝛾 is the adiabatic index. Hereafter we
will compare this model tailored for unperfectly expanded supersonic jets issuing from conventional nozzle with the present
measurements.
5.1. Diaphragms
In Fig. 17 (a), Tam et al.’s prediction model is compared with the frequencies obtained experimentally in the case of
diaphragms. The ambient temperature is assumed to equal the reservoir temperature. In order to compare the frequencies
obtained with the various diaphragms, the frequency analysis is done by studying the screech Strouhal number given by
Sts = fsDj∕Uj. Dj, Uj and Mj are calculated considering an equivalent perfectly expanded isentropic ﬂow. A good prediction
of the global evolution of the screech frequency for the various tested diaphragms with different diameters is obtained. The
Strouhal number of the screech decreases when the Mach number increases. The ladder structures of the screech frequency
highlighted by the gray dotted lines suggest the presence of different screech radiationmodes that are not taken into account by
themodel. Indeedwhen theMach number increases, the screech is characterized in particular bymodiﬁcations of the frequency,
acoustic directivity in the azimutal direction or convection velocity, which reﬂects the change of the radiation mode [8,35].
Another interesting feature of the screech is the directivity of the different screech frequencies. Indeed the main frequency
and the different harmonics are characterized by a speciﬁc directivity. Based on Powell’s screechmodel which considers a series
of out-of-phase monopoles placed at the shock cell location, Norum [36] has obtained the noise directivity at these different
frequencies, which indeed varies because of the different interferences between the sources. He has thus shown that for a C
mode (characteristic of a supersonic jet at 3.3 < NPR < 4.5 according to [37]) the main screech frequency mainly radiates
upstream and downstream, the ﬁrst harmonic at 90◦ and 160◦ and the second harmonic at 60◦, 100◦ and 160◦. Similarly, based
on their own screech model, Tam et al. [34] have shown that for the C mode, the main frequency mainly radiates at 161.9◦, the
ﬁrst harmonic at 84.3◦ and 161.9◦ and the second harmonic at 63.3◦, 104.5◦ and 161.9◦. The latter preferred radiation directions
are shown in Fig. 17(b) by the black arrows. By comparing these directivitymodelswith the experimental results obtained for the
diaphragm S1 at NPR = 3.6 (Fig. 17 (b)), a good agreement can be observed. Note that the downstream direction for the main
frequency predicted by Norum but not by Tam et al.’s model is identiﬁed in the present case. The other maximum radiation
directions are very well predicted for each frequency, which indeed suggests the radiation of the C mode at this operating
point in this conﬁguration. Therefore, the characteristics of the screech appearing with the diaphragms are similar to that of
supersonic jets issuing from conventional nozzles. The conclusions drawn for these jet ﬂows can therefore be applied to the
present conﬁguration.
Fig. 17. (a) Evolution of the screech strouhal number as a function of the perfectly expanded Mach number and (b) comparison of the preferred radiation directions of the
different screech harmonics given by Tam et al.’s model [34] (arrow) with the measurements in the case of the diaphragm S1 at NPR 3.6.
Table 2
Comparison between the screech frequency prediction and experimental data on the
grid S4D4N4e4.
NPR D Deq Dcirc Experimental
3.2 96826 Hz 5169 Hz 3301 Hz 5392 Hz
3.4 91330 Hz 4875 Hz 3113 Hz 4808 Hz
3.6 86753 Hz 4631 Hz 2956 Hz 3816 Hz
5.2. Perforated disks
The focus is on the case of the grid S4D4N4e4 for which shock associated noise components are seen (Fig. 5 (d)). First, com-
pared to a diaphragm, the shock noise appears at higher NPR (NPR > 3.2 for S4N4D4e4 and NPR > 2.4 for diaphragms, Fig. 8).
It seems therefore that the presence of the perforations “delays” the generation of the shock noise. The previous prediction
model of the screech frequency can be applied to this case by considering different characteristic dimensions: D the diameter of
the perforations, Dcirc the diameter of the circumscribed circle and Deq the diameter of the equivalent diaphragm with similar
cross-section. The prediction results obtained in each case are summarized in Table 2 and are compared with measurements.
The best prediction is obtained by taking as a characteristic dimension the diameter of the equivalent diaphragm. This tends
to show that the shock cells are not formed on the isolated jets issuing from the perforations as observed for exemple by Zaman
et al. [38] but on the grouped jets. The shock cells are thus larger, which explains the low frequency of the screech. A future
study of the ﬂow ﬁeld is nevertheless necessary to conﬁrm this hypothesis.
6. Low NPR tonal noise study
In addition to the sound sources discussed so far, the far-ﬁeld acoustic spectra in Figs. 4 and 5 have shown high frequency
tonal noise at the lowest NPR. This radiation can be seen on the smallest diaphragm (S2) and on most cases with perforated
plates but at very different levels. Among the different cases, this tonal noise can be composed of a single tone (Fig. 18 (a)) or
multiple high frequency tones named f1…fn (Fig. 18 (b)) associated or not with a middle frequency hump. When several high
frequency tones are present, medium frequency peaks named fm1…fmn may also appear.
In order to try to understand the origin of these different peaks in the cases ofmultiple high frequency tones, aMorlet wavelet
study is carried out. This signal processing method allows to perform a time-frequency analysis of the acoustic signal with a bet-
ter temporal resolution than a conventional Fourier transform with sliding window [39]. Fig. 18(c) gives the iso-contours of the
square modulus of the wavelet transform coeﬃcients normalized by its maximum for the ﬁrst temporal segment of 8192 ele-
ments. A strong amplitude modulation can be observed at about 16190 Hz which corresponds to the dominant frequency of the
tonal noise. This modulation has a periodΔT = 0.001 s e.g. a modulation frequency fm = 1000 Hz. This frequency corresponds
to the ﬁrst small peak at medium frequency and to the frequency spacing of the high frequency tones. The second medium fre-
quency tone fm2 , more intense, is a harmonic of this modulation frequency. In the same way, a bicoherence study is also carried
out in this case to possibly explain the presence of the multiple high frequency tones f1…fn. Indeed this signal processing tool
Fig. 18. NPR = 1.2 andΘ = 30◦: (a),(b) Far ﬁeld acoustic spectra for S1D2N2e3 and S1D1N1e3 respectively; (c) normalized contour line mapping of the wavelet transform
coeﬃcients for the ﬁrst temporal segment for S1D1N1e3 and (d) bicoherence of the acoustic signal for S1D1N1e3.
allows to highlight the phase couplings of three distinct frequencies fa, fb and fc in a signal and can be interpreted as a trace of
non-linear interactions. The bicoherence is bounded between 0 and 1: a high value of the bicoherence between two frequencies
fa and fb means that the frequency fc = fa + fb is generated by a non-linear interaction between fa and fb. In other words, the
frequency fc is not generated by a new source but by a non-linear interaction of the sources a and b at the frequencies fa and fb
respectively. The bicoherence in the case of the perforated plate S1D1N1e3 at NPR 1.2 is plotted in Fig. 18 (d) and the frequencies
with a strong bicoherence as well as the frequencies of the high frequency tones are summarized in Table 3. It can be observed
that the different frequencies of the high frequency tones can be obtained by a combination of two frequencies between which a
strong bicoherence appears. High frequency tones then seem to be generated by a non-linear interaction between a modulation
frequency and a high frequency peak. In summary, the mean frequency lines correspond to the modulation frequency (and its
harmonics) of the dominant high-frequency tones while the other secondary high frequency peaks are obtained by non-linear
interactions between these different frequencies. Possibly a single noise source is therefore responsible for the different tonal
noise scenario.
A ﬁrst possible explanation for this tonal noise component is the appearance of vortex shedding because of the von Karman
street developing between the different perforations as observed experimentally by Zaman et al. [38] in their investigation of
the acoustic effects of the splitting of a single rectangular jet into several smaller jets. Their measurements were performed for
subsonic and supersonic speeds and they noted the emergence of a high frequency tonal noise at low speeds for cases where
the jet is divided. This tonal radiation was attributed to vortex-shedding noise caused by the separations of different jets and
is characterized by a Strouhal number St = 0.2 based on this separation thickness. This therefore induces a linear evolution
of the frequency as a function of the ﬂow velocity for a given separation thickness. In the present case however, this tonal
noise does not seem to be inﬂuenced by the perforations spacing as shown in Fig. 19 which present the evolution of the tonal
noise frequency as a function of the velocity calculated by considering an isentropic ﬂow. Indeed the tonal noise frequency
seems to evolve according to the square root of the ﬂow velocity and does not seem to be affected by the perforation diameter,
the perforation spacing, the perforation number or cross-section. Moreover, this tonal noise seems to have different modes
depending on the ﬂow velocity and the geometrical parameters emphasized by the dotted lines. Finally, it can be noted that this
radiation also appears in the case of the diaphragm S2 for which the von Karman vortex shedding cannot be created. Therefore,
this explanation does not seem to hold in the present case.
Another possible physical explanation of this tonal noise may be the appearance of vortex shedding due to the sharp ﬂow
restriction and the inlet sharp-edges of the diaphragms and perforated plates. When these instabilities are associated with
Table 3
Comparison of frequencies formed by non-linear interactions fc with
frequencies of the high frequency tones fn .
fa (Hz) fb (Hz) fc = fa + fb (Hz) fn (Hz)
13260 975 14235 f1 = 14230
13260 1950 15210 f2 = 15210
13260 2901 16161 f3 = 16190
13260 3877 17137 f4 = 17140
14230 975 15205 f5 = 18170
14230 1950 16180
14230 2926 17156
14230 3902 18132
15180 975 16155
15180 1976 17156
15180 2928 18108
16160 975 17135
16160 1951 18111
17110 975 18085
Fig. 19. Evolution of the frequency of the low NPR tonal noise as a function of the velocity.
a hydrodynamic or an acoustic feedback, a whistling phenomenon can occur. A feedback can for example appear when the
vortices generated at the perforation inlet reach a region where the steady velocity exhibits a gradient. The abrupt expansion
at the exit of the perforations may be responsible for such velocity gradient. The resulting vortex deformation would generate
sound waves, some of which propagating back to the perforation inlet and triggering the vortex formation. This inlet/outlet
feedback could then explain the high amplitude tones found in the low NPR spectra. Similar phenomenon has been extensively
studied mainly for low Reynolds and Mach numbers [40–45]. In Ref. [45], in particular, it is outlined that replacing the sharp
edge at the exit of a whistling nozzle by a horn can induce an increase of the whistling potential of this nozzle. A similar behavior
is observed for the plates S1D2N2e3div/ﬁllet for which the outlet geometry of the perforation has been modiﬁed by adding a
ﬁllet or a divergent aperture. The tonal noise then persists for a larger NPR range. This mechanism therefore seems to be a good
candidate for the low NPR tones of the present study. It requires however additional ﬂow measurements to be validated.
7. Conclusion
An extensive experimental study of the noise radiated by the discharge of a high pressure ﬂow through diaphragms and
perforated disks has been carried out. In practical applications such devices are often placed inside ducts with possibly variable
cross-sections. In the present study these diaphragms and perforated disks are however placed at the exit of a constant area duct
so that there is no modiﬁcation of the ﬂow or the sound propagation by the downstream part of the duct. Subsequently, the ﬂow
leaving the perforated plates or diaphragms consists of multiple or single jets in free-ﬁeld. The study has been conducted for a
large range of subsonic and supersonic regimes as well as for a number of geometrical conﬁgurations, and has shown several
acoustic behaviors.
In all cases, the far ﬁeld acoustic radiation is dominated by a broadband noise associated with the mixing in the jet shear
layers. In the case of diaphragms, similar characteristics as the mixing noise of a jet issuing from a conventional nozzle has been
observed. The two contributions of this source associated with the radiation of the large coherent turbulent structures as well
as the small scale turbulence have indeed been observed. In the case of the perforated plates, the multiple micro-jets generated
merge into a larger jet; the broadband noise is modiﬁed accordingly and exhibits two distinct humps. The high frequency one
is associated with the turbulence of the pre-merging and merging regions of the multiple micro-jets and is related to the size of
the perforations while the low frequency hump is associated with the turbulence of the post merging zone and scales with the
size of the circumscribed circle. The parametric study has also shown that the modiﬁcation of the geometrical parameters of the
perforated plates changes the level and the frequency of these two humps. For example increasing the perforation spacing for a
constant cross section, perforation number and perforation size leads to a later merging of the jets issuing from the perforations
and decreases the low frequency humpwhile increasing the high frequency hump. This makes it possible in particular to reduce
the acoustic level in the audible range by shifting the acoustic energy into the ultra sound range.
When the operating regime becomes supersonic, shock associated noise (broadband shock associated noise and screech) has
been observed for the diaphragm cases and for the perforated platewith the closest perforations. Again the characteristics of this
radiation (frequency and directivity) for the diaphragm cases are similar to those observed on shocked jets from convectional
nozzles that are not fully expanded. In particular, Tam et al.’s [34] model allows to accurately predict the screech frequency. In
the perforated plate cases, this radiation seems to only appear if the perforations are very close to each other (e∕D ≃ 0.2 in
S1D4N4e4). In this case the perforated disk seems to behave acoustically like a diaphragm.
Finally, a new acoustic behavior has been observed at the lowest NPR. It appears for the smallest diaphragm and for most
perforated plates but with very different levels. It is also emphasized by the modiﬁcation of the perforations (divergent shape
or ﬁllets). This radiation is characterized by one or several high frequency tones associated with a middle frequency hump. In
multi-tone cases, the different peaks have been studied by high order spectral analysis and are explained by the presence of an
amplitude modulation of the main tone. This radiation is possibly associated with the generation of vortex shedding due to the
sharp section reduction and sharp edge combined with a resonance at the perforation outlet.
A detailed study of the ﬂow and the near acoustic ﬁeld is now necessary to conﬁrm the analysis of the low NPR tonal noise
and to provide the level of MH in the perforated plate cases.
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